
Hurley U13 130-3 beat White Waltham U13 39 all out by 91 runs. 
 
Before we commence, I feel I must make it clear to all, and dispel the rumour that the reason David was not 
present on this sunny evening was NOT down to his ongoing investigation by the FBI for years of 
misappropriation of Colts subs, or more importantly for Ballard cake snaffling. Though frankly, there is no 
smoke without fire….cakes were not present this evening…it’s an open and shut case. Allegedly. 
 

Arriving at a freshly mown and manicured Hurley ground on this early June evening was an absolute 
pleasure – a big thanks should go to Jeff for enabling us to sit and enjoy colts’ cricket at such a stunning 
setting. 
 

Hurley batted first in the blazing sunshine against an under strength, but well supported, White Waltham 
side only able to field 8 players. Although they were ably and generously swelled by the addition 
of rotating Hurley ringers in the field. Hill and Green started cautiously, trying to come to terms with the lack 
of pace and direction – although once recalibrated, both went on to retire and succeeded in pushing the 
field so far back that some boys were seen ordering a lemonade and packet of dry roasted peanuts in the 
family bar at the Olde Bell. 
 

Peplow and Dyson stepped up – Charlie crashed, banged and walloped his way to an exciting 13 whilst 
Blake maturely exploited the cavernous gaps in the outfield with some excellent running. With the first 
wicket falling at a sizeable 92, the purposeful Howell was let loose. Slapping an early full toss for four set 
the tone as he put plenty of bottom hand into an excellent 21 not out. However the always enthusiastic 
White Waltham managed to stem the flow for the last few overs to leave Hurley on a challenging 130 for 
the loss of three wickets.  
 

The second half began and the WW batters came out fighting, determined to hole the Hurley ship and 
make certain spectators (remaining nameless, but we all know who you are….) choke on their enormous 
glasses of ice cold wine. Even Reg began to worry about the WW worm... 
 

But once Patrick removed the dangerous Aldridge for 13 and tickled Mcrae’s stumps for 3, the Hurley ship 
was once more refloated. At the other end Dyson tweaked spin of the highest order, removing 3 batsmen 
for a measly 1 run with the perfect trio of dismissals (bowled, caught and stumped).  With everyone sensing 
the game was up for WW, Hurley went for the win when Peplow, having learnt from earlier over 
exuberance, calmly ran out another WW victim for what was 1 of 5 opposition ducks. And so it was left to 
Green to worry the stumps of WW last batter and steer the ship into port, dropping the Hurley anchor for an 
assured win that was once again magnanimously and excellently captained by Hill. 
 

As usual, and despite the distraction of WW’s very own failed Boy Band sitting way too close for comfort, 
Reg was the Lord of the Scorebook. Phil again was very generous with his time, umpiring a great game 
and big thanks to Jordan for being Hurley’s very own Bet Lynch - as always help with the bar is most 
appreciated. Just ask those who were beating down a path to the bar proclaiming it to be 
‘Wine Wednesday’. 
 

A much sterner test awaits on Sunday at Boyne Hill in the Cup, but well done boys for playing a great game 
in good spirit, and for supporting the opposition and their lack of numbers in the field. 
 

MOM Blake Dyson 

 


